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Government 54.9%
Non Government Quasi 33.8%
Notional Cash Offset 9.9%
EM Sovereign 9.7%
Collateral Balances 0.8%
Cash Funds 0.6%
Cash 0.2%
Currency Hedging -0.2%
Debt Futures -9.9%

AAA 62.6%
AA 16.6%
A 7.5%
BBB 11.7%
Cash 11.6%
Currency Hedging -10.1%

With effect from 10 June 2019 the name of the manager of the underlying fund changed from 
Newton to BNY Mellon. No other changes to the fund were made at this time and we will 
continue to refer to Newton in our literature.

Asset Allocation (as at 31/03/2023)

Credit Rating Breakdown (as at 31/03/2023)

Maturity Breakdown (as at 31/03/2023)

The composition of asset mix and asset allocation may change at any time and exclude cash 
unless otherwise stated

Fund Launch Date 11/01/2005
Fund Size £4.7m
Sector ABI Global Fixed Interest
ISIN GB00B04QLG66
MEX ID CMNIBP
SEDOL B04QLG6
Manager Name Team Approach
Manager Since 01/11/2021

This document is provided for the purpose of 
information only. This factsheet is intended for 
individuals who are familiar with investment 
terminology. Please contact your financial 
adviser if you need an explanation of the terms 
used. This material should not be relied upon 
as sufficient information to support an 
investment decision. The portfolio data on this 
factsheet is updated on a quarterly basis.

Fund Aim
The fund aims to maximise the total return 
from the income and capital growth in the 
world bond markets through investment 
predominantly in Government and other public 
securities. The fund may also invest in 
deposits, derivative instruments and collective 
investment schemes.

Basic Fund Information

  

Top Ten Holdings  
(as at 31/03/2023)

USA TREASURY NOTE 2.375 15- 
MAY-2029

4.9%

TREASURY NOTE 1.125 15-JAN-2025 4.3%
USA TREASURY BOND 2.875 15- 
MAY-2043

4.0%

TREASURY (CPI) NOTE 0.125 15- 
APR-2027

3.5%

DENMARK (KINGDOM OF) 0.5 15- 
NOV-2029

3.2%

USA TREASURY BOND 3.0 15- 
NOV-2045

2.6%

JAPAN (GOVERNMENT OF) 30YR #52 
JX52 0.5 20-SEP-2046

2.2%

BRITISH COLUMBIA (PROVINCE OF) 
2.25 02-JUN-2026 (SENIOR)

2.1%

CANADA HOUSING TRUST NO 1 
GOVTGUAR 2.35 15-SEP-2023 144A

2.0%

MEXICO (UNITED MEXICAN STATES) 
(GO 8.5 31-MAY-2029

1.8%

TOTAL 30.6%
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CM Newton International Bond Pension

ABI Global Fixed Interest

Past Performance

Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Investment value and income from it may 
fall as well as rise, as a result of market and currency movements. You may not get back the 
amount originally invested.

Discrete Performance
31/03/2022 - 
31/03/2023

31/03/2021 - 
31/03/2022

31/03/2020 - 
31/03/2021

31/03/2019 - 
31/03/2020

31/03/2018 - 
31/03/2019

CM Newton 
International Bond

-3.5% -3.5% -8.8% 11.6% 5.2%

ABI Global Fixed 
Interest

-4.4% -3.3% -1.8% 6.7% 3.6%

Information is shown as unavailable if prior to the launch of fund.

Cumulative Performance
30/03/2023 - 
30/04/2023

30/01/2023 - 
30/04/2023

30/04/2022 - 
30/04/2023

30/04/2020 - 
30/04/2023

30/04/2018 - 
30/04/2023

CM Newton 
International Bond

-0.6% -0.9% -3.2% -15.5% -1.4%

ABI Global Fixed 
Interest

-0.3% -0.8% -3.4% -10.8% 0.0%

Quartile 3 3 2 3 2

Source: FE fundinfo as at 30/04/2023 
 
Performance figures are in £ Sterling on a single pricing basis, with income (where applicable) 
reinvested net of UK tax and net of total annual fund charges. These figures do not include any 
initial charge or other product charge(s) that may be applicable.

Overall Morningstar 
Rating

-

Morningstar Analyst 
Rating

FE fundinfo Crown 
Rating

Fund Rating Information

 
The FE fundinfo Crown Rating relates to this 
fund. However, the Morningstar ratings are 
based on the underlying fund. These are 
supplied by the respective independent ratings 
agencies and are the latest available at the 
time this factsheet was issued. Past 
performance is not a reliable indicator of future 
results.

Other Information
The views, opinions and forecasts expressed 
in this document are those of the fund 
manager. Investment markets and conditions 
can change rapidly and as such the views 
expressed should not be taken as statement of 
fact, nor should reliance be placed on these 
views when making investment decisions.  
 
For further information contact your local sales 
office or phone Customer Services on 0345 
030 6243 (Life and Pensions) 0345 300 2244 
(OEIC). Details are also available at 
www.clericalmedical.co.uk
 
Not all products have access to this fund, 
please refer to the relevant product literature. 
Full terms and conditions are available on 
request from us using the contact details 
provided. Charges, terms and the selection of 
funds we make available may change. 
Information on the general and specific risks 
associated with investing in this fund is 
available in the relevant fund guide, or KIID 
where applicable. All information is sourced 
from Scottish Widows or the relevant fund 
management group unless otherwise stated.

Quarterly Fund Manager Review
The Fund generated a negative return, net of fees, during the quarter. It lagged its benchmark. Underweights in the US and especially the eurozone were 
drags on performance as yields in almost all bond markets fell. Returns from currency were flat over the quarter. The Fund’s return was boosted by the 
US dollar weakening against other major global currencies. The Fund’s overweight positions in Australian and New Zealand government bonds were 
beneficial as government bond yields in both markets tracked US Treasuries downwards. With inflation remaining sticky, inflation expectations rose 
slightly over the quarter, which helped the Fund’s holdings in US, New Zealand, UK, German and Canadian inflation-linked bonds. Helped by high real 
yields, emerging market local currency bonds, including holdings in Colombia, Indonesia and Mexico, performed well over the quarter. The Fund’s 
relative duration (interest rate sensitivity) rose slightly during the quarter. However, it remained short versus the benchmark. Investment activity was 
concentrated on shorter maturity bonds. After the publication of weak US economic data covering December 2022, we purchased call options on five- 
year US Treasuries and also added to the Fund’s holdings of five-year US Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities. The Fund went short three-year 
Australian and five-year Canadian yields by selling futures as we believed too few interest rate increases were priced into either yield curve. As short- 
dated yields rose in February, we added to holdings of two-year US Treasuries and short-dated German index-linked bonds. We also took some profits 
on Australian and Canadian government bond futures by reducing the short positions in both. Throughout March, amid heightened concerns about the 
stability of the US banking system, we concentrated on increasing the Fund’s short position in the US dollar by buying the Mexican peso and unhedging 
the Fund’s Malaysian government bond holdings.
Team Approach 31/03/2023
The views, opinions and forecasts expressed in this document are those of the fund management house. Investment markets and conditions can change 
rapidly and as such the views expressed should not be taken as statements of fact, nor should reliance be placed on these views when making 
investment decisions.
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Clerical Medical is a trading name of Scottish Widows Limited. Scottish Widows Limited.  Registered in England and Wales No. 3196171. Registered Office in the United Kingdom at 25 Gresham Street, 
London EC2V 7HN.  Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.  Financial Services Register number 181655.
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